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DATE: 4/15/2018

CASE #

TYPE

LOCATION

SUMMARY

18-35233

Disturbance
Domestic

Richland Lane

18-35221

Disturbance
Domestic

East Moody BP gas
station

18-35286

Overdose

Carlson Court

18-35290

Death

Fenhill Lane

18-35289

Traffic Crash- I-95 289mm
THI
South

V1 reported a physical disturbance that occurred with S1
(boyfriend). V1 advised that S1 questioned where she was after she
returned home from shopping. He proceeded to push her against a
stove and rip her glasses off the top of her head. S1 then took her
car keys and blocked the hallway after V1 told him she wanted to
leave. S1 was placed under arrest and transported to FCIF without
incident. V1 completed a statement and was issued DV paperwork.
See report by Dep. Finn for further details.
V1 reported that she and her boyfriend S1 were discussing their
relationship issues in the car at the gas station. S1 then grabbed her
by the throat, 2 different times. S1 was later arrested. See Dep.
Champions report for further
RP located a subject O1 unresponsive on the bedroom floor. Rescue
treated O1 on scene and transported him to FHF. See report by
Dep. Colson for further details.
RP reported that her husband was unresponsive in the bed. Rescue
responded and pronounced him deceased. The death appeared
natural with nothing suspicious observed. See report by Dep.
Shaughnessy for further details.
Head on collision between 2 vehicles, both vehicles were on fire.
Dep. Chris Taylor and Dep. Lima arrived on scene, extinguished
some of the fire and pulled a male from the burning vehicle. Dep
Lima and Dep. Finn pulled an unresponsive female from the other
vehicle. Traffic was diverted at exit 293 south bound until one lane
was able to be opened at the scene. Scene was turned over to FHP
and fire police.

ARRESTS

IR #

SUSPECT
NAME

RACE
/SEX

DOB

CHARGE

LOCATION

SECTOR

2018-35233

Charles Nicodemus

W/M

01-28-71

Felony Battery, False
Imprisonment

Richland Lane

222

